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Michael K

on
04/16/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an all steel Chinese Remington 870 clone. I was very impressed with this shotgun because it mirrors the much higher priced Remington as it relates too function, reliability, and durability. However, Remington barrels cannot be used interchangeably on the Hawk. All other aftermarket Remington 870 parts can be used without a worry. I also own a Remington 870 and can say they're pretty much the same gun. 











Justin P

on
04/05/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fantastic pump action shotgun. I've used the Remington 870 and I'd say this is definitely as good and likely better than the modern 870s, especially at the price point. Unlike a lot of the lower price end 870s (maybe most) it's got a bit more steel, which means a bit more shock abortion but also trust. It can swap out most parts seemingly without issue, but be warned, if you are changing the pump/handguard the tube is slightly wider, so you'll need to adjust 870 furniture. The stock changes out without issue. Reliable, solid, and too good a deal to pass up. I'd rather have this than an 870. 











Aiden D

on
07/25/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nothing but praise for this shotgun. It has taken everything from mini buckshot to 3" magnum slugs and buckshot and it has not had a single failure of any kind. I recommend this shotgun. It's very sturdy feeling, which is a plus. 











Alexander D

on
05/22/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Unbeatable for this price, but also only good at this price. i bought one of these and fit Magpul MOE foreend and buttstock to it. The buttstock bolts right up. The Magpul foreend needs some enlargement of the internal channel that goes over the pump slider. These are copies of the Rem 870 but not exact copies. Some parts such as buttstock exchanges easily, some others do only with alterations and some such as barrels do not interchange with the Rem 870. All in all I got a Magpul pump shotgun for $315 (190 for this item, 90 for the Magpul buttstock and 23 for the forend) 











John-john T

on
11/18/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Not bad 12 gauge. I put a cheapo flashlight and shell saddle and made her another home defense shotgun. Buds gun shop is the best! 











Steven M

on
07/23/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This what the 870 express should've been. Far more superior. Regardless where it's made. It fires every time and shoots true. I've owned an 870 but this workhorse here has all the advantages of the 870 and nine of the flaws. A little heavier but with the weight there's less felt recoil. Highly recommended 











William M

on
07/22/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great for the money! Recommended. 











Kenneth W

on
05/20/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love it, no jams or double feeds outside of human error and extremely affordable 











Daniel V

on
12/08/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this gun earlier this year and it has been nothing but reliable. I have had zero issues with it. Its not fancy but it just works. Also i found out that you can put the Bullpup Unlimited Remington 870 Conversion Kit on it and so i did that. Its so much fun to shoot that thing and the bullpup conversion makes it smaller and easier to manage if you want something for home defense. 











Richard G

on
07/28/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an amazing shotgun for the money. Don't let the "made in china" label fool you...this aint junk! As previously mentioned, the finish is a little thin, but its not a deal breaker. Buds was quick on the shipping and extremely easy to deal with. 











William B

on
07/23/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very nice gun, my local indoor range only lets me use slugs at 25 yards, and I can hit a bulls-eye with this gun, did not expect it to be so accurate w/short barrel and a 12ga. 











Paula G

on
04/23/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Good product, exact copy of a Remington, belly button sights and all!! shoots good after a thorough cleaning. Please note trigger assembly is plastic and not all metal as advertised by Norinco. Also, I liked the warranty offered by Bud's. For a few more bucks. get it ! Fast shipping too ! Didn't give me time to change my mind! Great project gun for the money, solid construction.. 











Patricia S

on
03/08/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great shotgun for the price. One issue I have is I am still waiting for my email from Buds tell me the gun was shipped. Buds service is NOT as good as it once was. 











Mark W

on
02/02/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










It's not only IMO but that of many others if you do your research that this particular model is arguably of better overall quality than that of its Remington 870 Express "equivalent." It has a metal trigger assembly, parkerized finish, Machined extractor and ejector, Better designed shell lifter etc.. You will notice immediately as you remove it from its box that it is a freaking tank! It has the feel of a truly well-made combat no-frills shotgun that is solely intended to provide lethal force if ever needed. The 870 Express too is an excellent shotgun but just does not have the same overall "feel" of durability to that of the IAC (Norinco). There is no question that this shotgun can hold up to extreme conditions and keep on ticking. Under $200 is a bargain for a combat shotgun. 











Steve H

on
01/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Loved the 981r with the bead sight, bought the 982 with blade and ghost ring, front sight was canted to the left 11 O'clock, called IAC customer service spoke to Jake it was a real pleasure, he handled the problem fast and I can't say enough about the customer service it was great. IAC is a real stand up company I would not hesitate to purchase from them again. I'm giving them a 5 because the problem was not their fault it was the factory but they stood behind their product and took care of the problem. 











Tolin I

on
10/04/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










After a good cleaning the weapon worked like it was supposed to (wouldnt eject rounds). Happy with the purchase- shipping took a little longer than expected but just made me more excited. Good solid weapon for the money and will make a great home defense weapon. Will review again after firing next week. Great job Buds! 











Maurice G

on
09/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Can't beat the great price, good looking shot gun plus fast delivery. This will be a great home defense weapon and will serve well for hunting. 











Jeff G

on
12/17/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The 981 R I received is actually not the 982 Defender model but the 981 Hawk. No problem with that as the gun was described correctly and I am satisfied with the shotgun. Another good experience with purchaing online with Buds. Although quite a busy holiday season the shotgun was delivered in a timely manner. 











Craig B

on
09/24/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a Great Shot Gun!! I pulled cap and spring out of the mag tube and checked the barrel it looked like it was polished inside. My transaction went amazingly smooth. I ordered it and sent a money order via priority mail with a tracker. I was amazed when the money order arrived and they shipped the gun and accessories the same day. The accessories arrived the second day the gun arrived the following day. In my opinion you can not go wrong with this gun and buying it from Buds 











Donovan C

on
09/01/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










great shotgun. It's not flashy, but it does the trick. No need to spend over 200 dollars for a shotgun unless you're concerned about having the name. It shoots great at the range and is customizable in the same fashion as the remington 870. I now have a pistol grip on it and will soon add a fore grip. 











Jeremy B

on
07/23/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










great gun for price, but made in china :( buy remington 870 - better gun and just few dollars more. 











Corey S

on
07/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a fine shotgun. It is very heavy. I loaded it up with birdshot and it worked fine when fired at some milk jugs. It makes a good loud pumping sound in the dark. It should be a great home protection gun if I ever need to pump it to scare away a burgular. The only thing that would make it better is if it came with a pistol grip kit. Thanks Buds! 











John K

on
07/06/2012




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Not a bad gun for the price, but a few minor issues keeps me from rating this product higher. When using high brass shells, the last shell in the tube would get hung up coming out of the mag well. This would prevent cycling of the action. I solved the problem by installing a Remington 870 aluminum follower and heavy spring. The stock plastic follower developed a gummy texture to it when cleaned with solvent. The stock spring is just too weak to push that last round out. Low brass shells fed just fine though. After two cleanings the finish is wearing away in several places. Not a big deal to me, it’s my home defense gun, not too concerned what it looks like. Over all it’s a good product for the money. After replacing the follower and spring the gun is functioning quite well. 











Mark C

on
04/22/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Bought this shotgun back in Feb. and I can honestly say it's not a bad shotgun for the price. I think I paid $189 at the time, but for the price you're getting a pretty good deal. No real issues with this shotgun, overall good deal for the price. 











Joseph C

on
04/08/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fantastic gun. Foe the price this was a steal for sure. And love Buds for sure. Very quick shipping and am very happy with purchase. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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